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Abstract—A safety shell pattern was defined based on a reconfiguration management pattern, and inspired by the architectural specifications in Specification PEARL. It is meant to be
used for real-time applications to be developed with UML-RT
as described. The implementation of the safety shell features as
defined by in [8], namely its timing and state guards as well as
I/O protection and exception handling mechanisms, is explained.
The pattern is parameterised by defining the properties of its
components as well as by defining the mapping between software
and hardware architectures. Initial and alternative execution
scenarios as well as the method for switching between them
are defined. The goal pursued with the safety shell is to obtain
clearly specified operation scenarios with well defined transitions between them. To achieve safe and timely operation, the
pattern must provide safety shell mechanisms for an application
designed, i.e., enable its predictable deterministic and temporally
predictable operation now and in the future.

I. I NTRODUCTION

P

REDICTABILITY, dependability and timeliness are major pre-conditions for real-time applications to be safe.
Hence, in order to be able to effectively address safety, it
should be sustained throughout the entire life-cycle of an
application – from design via implementation to upgrades and
maintenance. Therefore, it appeared sensible to build a design
pattern that would enable designers to address most safety
issues and build safe and persistent applications. Kornecky
and Zalewski [8] have defined a “safety shell” for realtime applications to be composed of several “guards”, each
one protecting a certain part of an application. Thus, the
input/output needs to be protected from tampering as well
as by range checking to sustain the environmental parameters of the application. Then, exception-handling mechanisms
should protect the application from malicious consequences
of unforeseen situations, by offering mechanisms that bring
it back to normal operation. Finally, the operation should be
monitored and safeguarded in its state and time spaces in order
to prevent the application from leaving its specified execution
and temporal frameworks. Since all mechanisms mentioned
foresee different scenarios for initialisation, phases of normal
operation and of various exception modes, enabling dynamic
re-configurations on the application level is crucial to enable
these features.
In the development of embedded real-time systems, management of dynamic (re-) configuration has systematically
been addressed by hardware/software co-design methods (cp.,
978-83-60810-14-9/08/$25.00 c 2008 IEEE

e.g., [9, 11, 13]). Besides defining diverse (dynamic) operation
scenarios, two main goals have been targeted by this approach:
1) achieving fault tolerance by system design (cp. [3, 6]),
2) fast scenario switching (e.g., in industrial automation
and telecommunication systems [1, 4, 5, 11]).
II. D ESIGN

FOR

S AFETY

When designing a real-time system, generally three viewpoints must be considered:
1) the external (functional) one, which represents the inputs/outputs and usage scenarios,
2) the internal (behavioural) one, which deals with the
definition of usage scenarios, and
3) the definition of system structure – hardware and software architectures together with the mapping of software
components onto hardware components and the definition of configurations and re-configuration scenarios.
During re-configuration, application data must remain consistent and real-time constraints must be satisfied. In order to
be able to achieve this, these issues must be addressed at
multiple levels. At the lowest level, the hardware must be reconfigurable. Software-programmable hardware components
support this inherently, since their functions can be changed
by their memory contents. Internal hardware structures are
designed to restrict dangerous conditions that could damage
hardware. At the next higher level, the internal states of the
software must be managed under changing tasking. Operating
systems support flexible implementations of multiple tasks on
single processors in form of time-sharing and/or multitasking.
On the top level, one wants to define operation scenarios –
configurations – for an application, which enable it to adapt
to varying conditions in the environment on one hand, and to
respond to changing operational modes by switching between
operation scenarios in a safe and predictable manner on the
other. Typically, these configurations cannot be managed by
operating systems, since groups of processes and possibly also
hardware components are involved. Hence, their management
is usually placed on the application or middleware level, since
it requires the observation of and actions based on the system
state. Generally, by this approach, low-level efficiency and
hard real-time properties are difficult to achieve. Because of
this, we chose to distribute re-configuration management to all
three levels – hardware, middleware, and software. With this in
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mind, the hardware/software co-design profile and pattern for
real-time application design in UML based on the specification
language Specification PEARL (S-PEARL) (cp. [2]) have been
developed. While in the profile the constructs of S-PEARL
are introduced with their properties, behaviour and interconnections, the configuration management pattern provides the
mapping of software to hardware components, and a foundation on which to build custom real-time applications. The
latter’s approach is followed in extending and parameterising
the configuration management pattern with safety features. The
pattern and its safety-oriented use are presented throughout
this article with the goal to construct a safety shell (cp. [7, 8])
for a designed application.

Fig. 1.

S-PEARL constructs and their UML (-RT) stereotypes

Station level

A. Configuration Management Pattern
The configuration management pattern was constructed by
combining a set of UML-RT [12] stereotypes [10], which
represent S-PEARL constructs (see Fig. 1) as a coherent
whole. They constitute building blocks at the three levels of
architectural modeling: (1) hardware architecture, (2) software
architecture, and (3) software-to-hardware mapping. A hardware architecture is composed of processing nodes, termed
“stations”, whose descriptions also mention their components
with their properties. A software architecture is organised in
the form of “collections” of “modules”, comprising program
“tasks”, functions and procedures of the application software.
The “collection” is the unit of software to be mapped onto
“stations”, i.e., at any time there is exactly one collection
assigned to run on a station. Thus, the “collection” is also
the unit of dynamic re-configuration. Each of these constructs
has its specific attributes, which pertain to all objects of this
type (such as properties, relations, and initialisation). They are
layered on three levels of abstraction (see Fig. 2):
1) station level, where a mapping of collection configurations to stations is established;
2) configuration level, where collections grouped into scenarios, named “configurations”, are managed by a “reconfiguration manager”; and
3) collection level, where the tasks, which may be grouped
into modules (UML packages), are managed by their
collections according to their scheduling parameters.
Each collection belongs to a configuration and is mapped to
a station. Configuration management is responsible for the
co-operation among collections and possible dynamical reconfigurations, which depend on the state changes of the
station they are residing on. A detailed description of its safetyoriented use is presented in the sequel.
III. I NTRODUCING

A

S AFETY S HELL

A safety shell is responsible for guarding the main process
termed “Primary control” (see Fig. 3) by providing it with
additional functionality which keeps the possible sources of
error to a minimum. In order to be effective, these functions
have to be integrated into or built around an application. In our
case, the second variant was chosen by implementing a pattern,
which forms the “backbone” of an application, requiring it
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to be formed in a specific manner in order to function in
the safety shell’s environment. The configuration management
pattern has the structure and functions needed to fulfill the rôle
of a safety shell in terms of guarding a system in such a way
that it always remains in a foreseen state and time frame of
operation. In the sequel, the functions of the four protective
mechanisms are described, and it is explained in which manner
and to which degree they safeguard an application’s execution.
A. Protected Input/Output
Protected input/output refers to well defined interfaces with
the environment. By well defined we mean stable physical
connections and sound protocols with integrated error checking and correction techniques. Usually, the possible problems
originate from data overruns or malicious data. By themselves,
the device drivers of interfaces can only correct a part of these
problems associated with data formats and protocols. They
could, however, also detect overruns or out-of-scope data,
prevent recurring corruption of data, and signal possible errors.
In our implementation of I/O ports (see Fig. 4), an important
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Safety shell scheme
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Safeguarded port-to-port communications

safety-related feature is present, namely, routing parameters.
Where stable line connections are of utmost importance,
they are usually designed redundantly, being doubled, tripled,
or with one of the lines representing a slower yet reliable
(e.g., wireless) connection. In our routing parameters we can
determine the lines which can/must be used, and/or assign
a preferred line, being the fastest or most trusted one. If a
line is not or becomes unavailable, the protocol automatically
searches for the next available line. On the application level,
it is important to have uniform interfaces between software
components possibly executing at different processing nodes,
which is also achieved by “port-to-port” communication. The
lower levels are suppressed on the application level, however
the parameterisation of the connection lines between ports and
device drivers is made transparent by the S-PEARL profile,
and enables complete oversight down to the physical level.
B. State Guard
There should be a predefined scenario for each possible state
a system can find itself in (“state guard”). The problem decomposition enables considering loosely coupled interdependent
processing nodes, which ensure local predictability, and have
well defined global interconnections that form an integral part
of each scenario. Due to a possible state explosion during
execution, it is impossible to (pre-) determine all global states
a system can assume and define scenarios for them. Since scenarios are defined for each station separately (e.g., see Fig. 5),
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// "initial_load_statement"
void init() {
reconfigure(0); // '0' is the initial state
}
// "reconfiguration_statement"
void reconfigure(char s) {
if (sreg!=s) { // sreg is the station state register
switch (sreg) {
case -1: // initially it is undefined
break;
default: // upon state change the current collection is unloaded
sCollection.unload().sendAt(sreg);
break;
}
switch (s) {
case -1: // if there is no valid state, nothing is loaded
break;
default: // the collection associated with the new state is loaded
sCollection.load().sendAt(s);
break;
}
}
sreg=s;
}

Fig. 5.

Safeguarded state transitions within a station (configuration)

this problem becomes easier to tackle. There exists a limited
number of states, only, and as global interconnections are (re) connected during re-configuration, the global implications are
unproblematic. Hence, besides fault containment, this makes
designing distributed real-time applications easier, and the systems designed more robust. A rigorously designed application
structure, in which the execution of a collection of tasks is
associated with an exactly pre-determined state, and a simple
and well defined station state changing mechanism prevent
the transition to an undefined state, herewith implementing
the state guard function. The same holds for tasks, where
an exactly defined activity structure does not only prevent
transitions to an undefined state by exception handling, but
also supports safe-guarded execution of temporally sensitive
operations (see Fig. 6).
C. Timing Guard
Timeliness, being a critical property of real-time systems,
is of utmost importance for applications and, hence, it is vital
that its “backbone” does not introduce any significant delays
into execution. Due to this and to ensure observability, the
service algorithms of the pattern have been kept simple. They
introduce no unbounded delays into scenario switching. This
was one of the pre-dispositions while designing them, and is
as important for safety as for timeliness of operation. Since
some operations such as scheduling, message transmission, or
task activation still require some time, however, the operating
system overhead shall not introduce any unbounded delays either and, moreover, the service times of operating system calls
have to be incorporated into task/operation execution times.
Hence, the execution of an underlying real-time operating
system has also to be temporally predictable in order to enable
timeliness. In our implementation this was accomplished by
a small custom real-time operating system (RTOS) kernel,
which could be substituted with a fully functional off-theshelf RTOS, keeping in mind the restriction on bounded and
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void taskmain()
{
Ini tial
if (_start_state) {
aState=choose_start();
start
idl e
_start_state=false;
end
_timeout=false;
}
switch (aState) {
case ith_state: {
if (_timeout) {
/* timeout action */
}
else {
_timeout=true; /* watchdog start*/
maxT.informIn(RTTimespec(timeout,0));
/* activity */
aState= ith_next();
maxT.cancelTimer();
_timeout=false; /* watchdog end*/
}
break;
}
case end_state: {
/* activity*/
_start_state=true;
_timeout=false;
break;
}
otherwise:
break;
}
}

Fig. 6.
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predictable system call service times. Temporal monitoring
of atomic activities such as executions of task operations is
possible by introducing timers into them and, in this sense,
prohibit any unreasonably long executions of atomic activities
(e.g., by using a watchdog mechanism – “time guard” – see
Fig. 6). Here it is also possible (for any activity – task state)
to define a time-out action, which is executed in response to
a possible time-out condition.
D. Exception Handler
Since tasks can be re-scheduled at pre-emption points,
only, and tasking operations are defined for active tasks, it
is sensible to limit their duration. In case of violating an
execution time frame, a pre-defined scenario could be activated
representing, for instance, graceful degradation. To further
support fault-tolerant operation, however, it would be desirable
to additionally check the correctness of other vital operation
parameters, too, and by doing so implementing other features
of the – “exception handler” – as well. This may introduce
additional overhead, but as long as the execution times remain
predictable and in the foreseen time frames, this is not a
problem. Exception handling is, in part, already present in the
safeguarded I/O operations. As already mentioned, the portto-port communication protocol also enables line replication,
thus allowing for “no single point of failure” planning. Range
and other error checking mechanisms could be implemented
to ensure fail-safe operation using well known mechanisms in
the same manner as we implemented the time-out handling by
introducing, e.g., pre-/post-condition checking of the (critical)
tasks’ activities. To support reversion modes, several collections with the same functionality may be defined within the
same configuration to be activated depending on the different
operational modes. The “context” of a configuration could be
maintained as a list of “collection contexts” or – as in our
case – in the form of procedures to (re-) establish collections.
They can be (re-) established while (re-) loading and (re-)
connecting their ports when desired/needed. The choice to
(re-) start or continue a collection execution depends on the

nature of the application and is, hence, left to the designer.
Although typically one would continue from a state-switching
condition, it is not always desirable or even dangerous to do
so. In most cases, a collection is only re-loaded if its initial
pre-conditions and environment state have been re-established.
The “collection context” itself consists of its task control block
(TCB) table as well as the lists of currently active tasks and
ports. All of these would need to be re-established when reloading a collection for execution continuation.
IV. C ONCLUSION
With the help of the safety shell features of the S-PEARL
configuration management pattern presented, distributed realtime application programs designed with UML-RT can run
with safe, predictable behaviour and re-configuration support.
Besides the structure of the applications, the configuration
management pattern also defines uniform interfaces and protocols for intra- and inter-component/-node communication
using pre-defined port/interface definitions. In (hard) realtime systems, it shall provide the necessary support for deterministic and dependable dynamic system re-configuration.
The safety shell features are enabled by the pattern, but the
selection and usage of the mentioned mechanisms remain the
responsibility of a real-time application’s designer, since no
two safety critical real-time applications are equal.
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